
TITLE:      CREW LEADER 
 
DEPARTMENT:     CEMETERY DEPARTMENT / LANDSCAPE 
 
 
JOB SUMMARY: 

 
Performs regular equipment operating duties in the care and 
maintenance in the absence of the Labor Foreman and 
Department Supervisor. In the absence of the Labor Foreman 
and Department Supervisor this employee assumes full 
responsibility of directing activities of employees and 

community service workers in the department 
 
Much judgment is required in determining grave sites, placing 
equipment for opening graves, dealing with funeral directors, 
monument companies and the public. 
 
Works under the general supervision of the Labor Foreman, 
Department Supervisor, or the Mayor. Work may be reviewed 
through inspection while in progress, upon completion or 
analysis of reports. 
 

 
SPECIFIC JOB RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 
The following duties and associated tasks are typically 
performed by a person in this position. No attempt is made to 
be exhaustive in this listing. 
 
1. Helps plan and participates in interments and the 

maintenance of cemeteries properties 
 

2.     Identifies cemetery lots and grave spaces 
 
3.     Helps and labors with crews to various work duties 
 
4.     Services and makes minor repairs on hand tools and 
        equipment 
 
 



5.     Assist in supervising the trimming of shrubs, pruning 
        trees and cutting and trimming grass 
 
 
6.     As a backhoe operator; takes care of the opening and 
        closing of graves 
 
7.     Assist the Labor Foreman and Department Head in selling 

  lots and crypts 
 
8.     Assist the Labor Foreman and Department Head in 
 preparations of related cemetery records 

 
9.     Assist in records to determine locations, ownership and    
       billing for interments 

 
10. Performs related work as required  

 
 
SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES OR EDUCATION: 
 

1.     Knowledge of the methods, tools and equipment used in 
        everyday and the general care of properties 

 
2.     Knowledge of occupational hazards and safety 

               precautions of the work 
 

3.     Considerable knowledge of established rules, procedures 
               and ordinances governing the use of properties 

 
4.     Knowledge of horticulture pertaining to landscaping in 

               all properties 
 

5.     Skilled in the equipment assigned to this department 
               such as backhoe, lawn mowers, dump trucks, weed     

        trimmers, ect.. 
 

6. Ability to understand and follow oral and written    
        instruction 

 
 



7.     Ability to plan and organize the work plan for the day 
 
8.     Must be able to work six days a week 

 
9.     Ability to deal with the public in a courteous and tactful      

                       manner and to work harmoniously with fellow employees 
 

 
DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS: 
 

1.     Education sufficient to meet the demands of the job 
 

2.     Experienced in the operation and servicing of small to 
               large sized equipment 

 
 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: 
 

1.     Must be able to work overtime 
        (WHEN REQUIRED) 
 
2.     Must be able to work weekends or Holiday 
        (WHEN REQUIRED) 

 
3.     Be in good physical condition 

 
3.     Must possess a valid State of Arkansas driver’s license 

 
4.     Possess, or have ability to obtain CDL drivers license if     
        Need be 

 
 
WORKING CONDITIONS: 

 
     Working conditions includes operating light and heavy 
equipment outdoors in all types of weather conditions including 
extreme hot, cold, dry and wet. Working conditions may also 
include working after dark and assisting in emergency 
situations 
 

 



 
 
 
The above information is intended to describe the general nature of this 
position and is not to be considered a complete statement of duties, 
responsibilities and requirements. 
 
All job descriptions fall under the Department Head or Mayor’s own 
discretion. 

 
 
 

I have read and understand the general description of Labor Foreman 
position. 
 

 
 
Name_________________________     Date______________________ 


